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Legal judgment prediction (LJP) is a fundamental task of legal artiicial intelligence. It aims to automatically predict the

judgment results of legal cases. Three typical subtasks are relevant law article prediction, charge prediction, and term of

penalty prediction. Due to the wide range of potential applications, LJP has attracted a great deal of interest, prompting the

development of numerous approaches. These methods mainly focus on building a more accurate representation of a case’s

fact description in order to improve the performance of judgment prediction. They overlook, however, the practical judicial

scenario in which human judges often compare similar law articles or possible charges before making a inal decision. To this

end, we propose a supervised contrastive learning framework for the LJP task. Speciically, we train the model to distinguish:

(1) various law articles within the same chapter of a Law; and (2) similar charges of the same law article or related law articles.

By this means, the ine-grained diferences between similar articles/charges can be captured, which are important for making

a judgment. Besides, we optimize our model by identifying cases with the same article/charge labels, allowing it to more

efectively model the relationship between the case’s fact description and its associated labels. By jointly learning the LJP task

with the aforementioned contrastive learning tasks, our model achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art models

on two real-world datasets.

CCS Concepts: · Applied computing→ Law.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: deep learning, legal judgment prediction, supervised contrastive learning, legal artiicial

intelligence, law

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the application of artiicial intelligence approaches to
assist with legal judgment. As illustrated in Table 1, legal judgment prediction (LJP) attempts to predict a case’s
judgment results, such as the applicable law article, charge, and term of penalty, based on the fact description.
Legal judgment prediction can not only increase the eiciency of the judges’ work but also provide valuable legal
advice to the general public.
In the literature, legal judgment prediction is typically formulated as three text classiication tasks: relevant

law article prediction, charge prediction, and term of penalty prediction. Various methods have been proposed
and achieved promising results [5, 34ś36, 38], with the application of state-of-the-art neural networks and text
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Table 1. An illustration of the legal judgment prediction task. A judge should analyze and reason on the fact description
of a legal case, and then select relevant law articles, charges and term of penalty to convict the ofender. In this legal case,
the judge finally selects Article #114 of Chapter II (Crimes of Endangering Public Security) in Criminal Law of the People’s
Republic of China as the relevant law article. The charge of the ofender is convicted as Crime of Arson in Article #114, and
the term of penalty of the ofender is thirty-six months according to Article #114.

Fact Description

On XX, XXX, in order to vent his emotions due to family chores, the defendant Zhou deliberately ignited

curtains, sheets and other objects in the kitchen of room XX, building XX, XX community, XX town,
XX District, XX City, and led the scene after the ire could not be controlled. After that, the people in
the community put out the ire. After identiication, the value of the burned items was YYY yuan. The public
prosecution believes that the defendant Zhou deliberately burned public and private property, endangering
public safety...

Relevant Law Article

Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China
Chapter II: Crimes of Endangering Public Security
Article #114 [Crime of Arson] Whoever commits arson, breaches a dike, causes an explosion, spreads
toxic, radioactive, infectious disease pathogens and other substances or endangers public security by
other dangerous methods, but has not caused serious consequences, shall be sentenced to ixed-term

imprisonment of not less than three years but not more than 10 years.

Charge: Crime of Arson

Term of Penalty: A ixed-term imprisonment of thirty-six months

representation models [4, 12, 14, 28]. However, these approaches still have limits in identifying cases involving
confusing law articles or charges.

On the one hand, previous works [16, 34, 36] have incorporated law articles as external information into the fact
description representation in order to improve the relevant law article prediction. Nevertheless, these methods
neglect the practical judgment process, in which human judges usually need to compare and analyze similar law
articles to determine the most relevant one, especially when dealing with very similar law articles. Let us use an
example to illustrate this. As shown in Figure 1, Article #114 and Article #115 belong to the Chapter II Crimes

of Endangering Public Security of łCriminal Law of the People’s Republic of Chinaž. Both law articles explain
several identical charges (such as Crime of Arson and Crime of Breaching Dikes), whereas Article #115 further
introduces a group of similar charges (such as Crime of Negligently Causing a Fire and Crime of Negligently

Endangering Public Security by Dangerous Means). To determine which of these analogous law articles is applicable
to a particular legal case, the judge has to analyze and compare the speciic provisions contained in the text of
each law article. As the example shown in Table 1, the fact description of the case is that a criminal suspect sets
ire and causes property damage. The potentially applicable law articles include Article #114 and Article #115,
since they both contain Crime of Arson. The judge needs to compare and analyze the speciic provisions of the
two articles (e.g., diferent consequences as marked in Figure 1) and may determine that Article #114 is more
applicable.

On the other hand, the majority of existing legal judgment prediction approaches [34, 36, 38] rely on the fact
description of a single case to predict its judgment result. They overlook the commonalities between similar
cases. In practice, historical cases involving similar charges may serve as a source of reference and comparison
for making a judgment. It is common for human judges to compare and analyze similar situations before making
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a decision. As shown in Figure 1, Article #115 stipulates Crime of Arson and Crime of Negligently Causing a Fire,
and the provisions of these two charges are very similar. The judge can compare and analyze existing cases of
Crime of Arson and Crime of Negligently Causing a Fire that have the same law article label Article #115 in order
to distinguish between them.
To tackle these challenges, we propose simulating the judgment process of human judges, which entails

evaluating similar articles and cases with similar charges in order to make inal judgments. We ind that contrastive
learning can naturally it our goal. The basic idea of contrastive learning is to pull close the vector representations
of positive pairs in a high-dimensional space, as well as to push apart the ones of negative pairs. In our work, we
investigate the hierarchical structure of łchapter→article→chargež and develop three contrastive learning tasks
for the legal judgment prediction task:
• First, we treat the fact description of a legal case and the associated law articles as a positive pair, whereas

other law articles from the same chapter are used to construct negative pairs. By pulling close the vector
representations of the positive pair and pushing apart the ones of the negative pair, our model can learn to capture
the ine-grained clues in the fact descriptions for identifying similar law articles in a Law, which is important for
the relevant article prediction task.
• Second, we treat the fact description of the current legal case and a case’s fact description with the same

charge label as a positive pair, while the fact descriptions of cases whose charges are under the same law article or
related law articles are utilized to construct the negative pair. We employ the fact description of a case rather than
the associated charge label to create a positive pair because charge label texts are much shorter than law articles
and lack suicient identiication information. Similarly, with contrastive learning, our method can learn the fact
description details to distinguish cases with similar charge labels, which is beneicial for charge prediction.
• Third, in order to fully utilize the article/charge label information, we design a label-aware contrastive

learning task that operates within training batches. Cases with identical article/charge labels are treated as
positive pairs, while the remaining cases in the batch serve as negatives. This task can aid in modelling the
relationship between the case’s fact description and the article/charge label. We train our model by learning the
three proposed contrastive learning tasks concurrently with the three sub-tasks of legal judgment prediction.
Our method is called CL4LJP, which stands for Contrastive Learning framework for Legal Judgment Prediction.
We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets. Experimental results show that our proposed method
outperforms the existing methods signiicantly, which demonstrates the efectiveness of our approach. Our
further experiments validate the lexibility of our method and its robustness in tail categories.

Our contributions are three-fold:
(1) We propose learning better representation for fact description of a legal case by leveraging similar law

articles and cases involving similar law articles or charges. The speciic provisions of these law articles and fact
descriptions of these similar cases can provide ine-grained clues for identifying the associated law articles or
charges.

(2) We design a contrastive learning framework with three learning tasks. These tasks can assist the model in
diferentiating between similar law articles and charges and capturing the relationship between fact descriptions
and law article/charge labels.
(3) We conduct experiments on two large-scale real-world legal judgment prediction datasets. The better

performance conirms the efectiveness of applying contrastive learning in legal judgment prediction. Our further
study investigates the efect of various encoders and the performance of tail classes, and the results demonstrate
the robustness of our method.
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Article #114: C1,C2, C3, C4, C5

Whoever sets fire, breaks dikes, explodes, throws dangerous substances,

endangers public security by dangerous means, …, or endangers public

security by other dangerous means, but has not caused serious

consequences, shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less

than three years but not more than 10 years.

Article #115: C1,C2, C3, C4, C5

Whoever sets fire, breaks dikes, explodes, releases toxic, radioactive,

infectious disease pathogens and other substances or uses other

dangerous methods to cause serious injury or death to people or heavy

losses to public or private property shall be sentenced to fixed-term

imprisonment of not less than 10 years, life imprisonment or death.

C6, C7,C8, C9, C10

Whoever negligently commits the crime mentioned in the preceding

paragraph shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less

than three years but not more than seven years; If the circumstances are

relatively minor, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of

not more than three years or criminal detention.
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Fig. 1. An example of the structure of the law articles of łCriminal Law of the People’s Republic of Chinaž. Article #114,
Article #115, and Article #118 belong to the same chapter Crimes of Endangering Public Security (Chapter II) of this Law.
Article #114 and Article #115 jointly stipulate the same charges (C1 - C5), while Article #115 stipulates more charges (C6 -
C10). It can be seen from the figure that the law articles under the same chapter are usually similar. The charges under the
same law articles or the same chapter are also similar and dificult to distinguish.
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2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Legal Judgment Prediction (LJP)

Early studies [7, 13, 20, 21, 25] focused on applying mathematical and statistical methods to legal case analysis.
These methods heavily rely on manual rules or handcrafted features, thus limiting their applicability in reality.
Due to the rapid growth of neural networks in recent years, various neural network models have been proposed
for analyzing legal cases.

Some studies concentrated on how to make better use of the semantic information of law articles and charges.
In light of the fact that judges must determine the suspect’s charges based on the law articles, and the law articles
can provide important supplemental information for predicting legal judgments. Luo et al. [16] utilized the
attention mechanism to incorporate law articles into the representation of the legal case’s fact description, hence
enhancing the model’s representation capability. As the descriptions of similar charges in the law articles are alike
and the performance of the few-shot charges in the previous work is very poor, Hu et al. [10] introduced artiicial
features of charges to improve the performance on few-shot charges. Wang et al. [29] utilized the hierarchical
structure between articles and charges to improve the performance of multi-label charge prediction, taking into
account that the laws and articles are organized in a tree-like hierarchy. Considering that the descriptions of
some law articles are diicult to distinguish for the model, Xu et al. [34] proposed an attention-based model. It
applies a graph distillation operator to learn the diferences between confusing law articles.
Thereafter, researchers started to consider the relationship between the three subtasks of legal judgment

prediction, namely, the relevant law article prediction, charge prediction, and term of penalty prediction. For
instance, in the Statutory Law system, judges often identify the applicable law articles, assess the charges, and
then determine the term of penalty based on the law articles. Zhong et al. [38] exploited such explicit dependencies
between subtasks and developed a topological framework for multitask learning. After evaluating the relevant
law articles, charges, and terms of penalty in real work, judges should reconirm whether the charges and terms
of penalty are consistent with the descriptions of the relevant law articles. This paradigm was expanded by Yang
et al. [35], using multi-perspective forward prediction and backward veriication. Dong and Niu [5] addressed
the legal judgment prediction subtasks as a graph node classiication problem and utilized BERT [4] to represent
the case description, based on the fact that the law article, charge, and term of penalty labels are organized in a
large graph.

More recently, many studies have attempted to simulate human judges and consider the real judgment process.
Yue et al. [36] used the intermediate results of subtasks to divide the fact description into distinct conditions and
create predictions, taking into account the fact that judges use diferent sections of the fact description in a case
to make a judgment in the actual legal scenario. Considering that plaintif’s claims and court debate data are
also important for the legal judgment prediction task, Ma et al. [17] separated the case description and further
incorporated these data to facilitate the prediction of legal judgments.

In addition, a number of studies accounted for the fact that each prior legal case is a unique application of law
articles. Some cases may expand the scope of the law article (called expanded cases), while others may contract
the scope of the law article (called contracted cases). Valvoda et al. [26] introduced an outcome prediction legal
task of contracted cases and designed a model based on the dynamics of a court process. This model improves
the prediction performance of both contracted cases and expanded cases. In contrast to existing studies, our
method is inspired by the human judges’ behavior in comparing and analyzing similar law articles and cases
under similar law articles or charges. We develop a framework based on supervised contrastive learning. By
training the model to distinguish ambiguous law articles and ambiguous cases with similar charge labels, it can
capture ine-grained clues and generate a more accurate representation of the fact description, hence enhancing
the performance of legal judgment prediction.
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2.2 Contrastive Learning

Contrastive learning aims at learning efective representation of data by pulling semantically close neighbors
together and pushing apart other non-neighbors [8, 30]. It has been widely applied in computer vision [2, 9, 11, 27],
natural language processing [6, 32], and information retrieval [40, 41], due to its high eiciency in leveraging the
training data without the need for annotation. The key to contrastive learning is to identify semantically close
neighbors. Commonly, in visual representation, neighbors are formed by performing two random transformations
on the same image (such as lipping, cropping, rotation, and distortion) [2]. Similarly, in text representation,
data augmentation techniques such as word deletion, reordering, and substitution can be employed to generate
text neighbors from a given text sequence [18, 32]. Contrastive learning can also be combined with supervised
learning [6, 11], where the label information can signiicantly improve the models’ performance.
In this paper, we propose a supervised contrastive learning framework to optimize fact representation and

improve legal judgment prediction. The promising results indicate the great potential of applying contrastive
learning to legal judgment prediction.

3 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Before diving into the details of our method, we irst briely introduce several key notations, concepts, and
deinitions in legal judgment prediction (LJP).

Law articles are generally organized in a hierarchical structure. As shown in Figure 1, in a law document,
articles are organized into diferent chapters according to their commonalities, and charges are grouped into
diferent articles similarly. Such structural information inspires us to design contrastive learning tasks at diferent
levels, which will be introduced later. Formally, we represent allm law articles and all n diferent charges as:

A = {a1,a2, · · · ,am }, (1)

C = {c1, c2, · · · , cn }. (2)

Since law articles and charges are usually texts, we use ai and c j to denote them, respectively.
Legal cases in our study consist of a fact description and a judgment result made by human judges. The fact

description contains the suspected criminal behavior of a suspect. It is also a text, and we use f to denote it. The
judgment result of a legal case includes the relevant law article, the inal charge, and the term of penalty. They
are accordingly denoted as ya , yc , and yp . For example, as illustrated in Table 1, given the fact description f , the
relevant law article ya is Article #114, the charge yc is Crime of Arson, and the term of penalty yp is A ixed-term

imprisonment of thirty-six months. With the above notations, a legal case can be represented by a quadruple
( f ,ya ,yc ,yp ).
Following previous studies [34, 36, 38], we consider solving the three subtasks in legal judgment prediction

simultaneously: relevant law article prediction, charge prediction, and term of penalty prediction. Such
a multi-tasking learning paradigm is proved to be more efective than separate modelling of each subtask [34, 38].
Given the dataset D, our target is to train a model F (·) such that for a new fact description ftest of a legal
case, the model can predict the labels of the three subtasks, namely F ( ftest) = (ŷa , ŷc , ŷp ), where ŷa , ŷc , and ŷp
represent the predicted relevant law article, charge, and the term of penalty, respectively. Consistent with existing
studies [34, 38], only the legal cases in which each subtask has only one label are considered in the dataset. We
will consider multi-label prediction in our future work.

4 THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In the actual judgment process, judges usually compare and analyze similar law articles and cases with similar
charges. Inspired by this process, we propose a supervised contrastive learning framework (CL4LJP) based on
the law article structure information. In the following sections, we irst provide an overview of our proposed
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Fig. 2. The contrastive learning framework for legal judgment prediction. f represents the fact description of a legal case. a+

represents the legal text of the law article label of the case and a−1 ,a
−
2 represent two negative law articles of a+. c+ represents

a case with the same charge label as the case with fact description f and c−1 , c
−
2 represent two negative cases with similar

charge labels. Superscript C and G denote the contrastive encoder and the general encoder, respectively.

framework, and then we describe the details of each component in our framework. The optimization process is
introduced in the last part of this section.

4.1 Overview

The overview of our framework is shown in Figure 2. In general, CL4LJP is a multi-task learning framework that
jointly performs three legal judgment prediction subtasks with our proposed three contrastive learning tasks.
The main components and training process of CL4LJP can be described as follows:

(1) The general encoder encodes the fact description f into a vector representation Z
G
f
.

(2) The contrastive encoder encodes the fact description f into a vector representation Z
C
f
. In addition, it

also encodes similar law articles and cases associated with similar charges as ZCa and Z
C
c .

(3) Three contrastive learning tasks, i.e., article-level contrastive learning, charge-level contrastive learning,
and label-aware contrastive learning, are performed based on the representation Z

C
f
, ZCa , and Z

C
c . (4) Two
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representations of the fact description are concatenated as Zf = [ZG
f
;ZC

f
] and used to perform three legal

judgment prediction subtasks.
(5) The model is optimized by the loss of all tasks.
During the inference stage, CL4LJP only employs the two encoders to compute the concatenated representation

Zf and then uses three multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) to predict the judgment results of three subtasks. The
contrastive learning tasks are only performed during the training stage to optimize the encoders.

4.2 Encoders

As shown in Figure 2, we use the same neural structure to encode the fact description of legal cases and law
articles. For eiciency, we follow previous work [37] and employ a CNN-based encoder. Although CNN is used,
our framework CL4LJP is lexible with the choice of the encoder. Other neural structures, such as recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) or pre-trained language models (PLMs) can also be used for encoding the fact description. We
have also tried BERT [4] as the encoder in our experiments and more details can be referred to in Section 5.6.
Speciically, the fact description f = (w1, · · · ,wn ) with n words is irst represented as a word embedding

sequence f by looking up the pre-trained word embedding table E:

f = [e1, e2, · · · , en], (3)

ei = Look-Up (E (wi )) , (4)

where f ∈ Rn×d , and ei ∈ R
d is the embedding of the i-th word wi . Then, to extract the information of the

fact description in diferent granularities, we apply four 1D-CNNs with diferent kernels and compute the
representation Z

′ of the fact description f as follows:

Z
′
f = [Z1

f ;Z
2
f ;Z

3
f ;Z

4
f ], (5)

Z
1
f = 1D-CNN(f ,k1), (6)

Z
2
f = 1D-CNN(f ,k2), (7)

Z
3
f = 1D-CNN(f ,k3), (8)

Z
4
f = 1D-CNN(f ,k4), (9)

where kt is the kernel size of the t-th 1D-CNN, and [; ] is the concatenation operation. By using diferent kernels,
the semantic information in n-grams can be captured. The concatenation operation is further applied to integrate
such information. Law articles can be represented as Za in a similar way; we omit the calculation details.
In our framework, we employ two encoders, i.e., a general encoder and a contrastive encoder, for diferent

purposes.
The general encoder only encodes the fact description of a legal case, and its parameters are tuned by the

objective in legal judgment prediction subtasks. Such an encoder is optimized to generate representations speciic
to the legal judgment prediction task (denoted as ZG

f
). The fact description f of a legal case after the general

encoder is represented as follows:

Z
G
f = [ZG1

f ;ZG2
f ;ZG3

f ;ZG4
f ], (10)

where ZG1
f
, ZG2

f
, ZG3

f
and Z

G4
f

are calculated according to Equation (6) - (9).

Another contrastive encoder is applied to encoding the fact description, the corresponding positive/negative
law articles, and the fact descriptions in sampled positive/negative cases (we denote them as ZC

f
, ZCa , and Z

C
c ,

which will be introduced later). It is optimized by both contrastive learning and legal judgment prediction
objectives. The representation generated by the contrastive encoder is more accurate at capturing the relationship
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The defendant Wu used a lighter to ignite Li’s corn stalks stacked

outside the north courtyard wall, burned several bundles of Li’s corn

stalks, and burned a willow and an elm... After the incident, the

defendant Wu took the initiative to state to the judicial authorities

the criminal facts they had not yet mastered ... After the incident, the

family members of the defendant Wu compensated for the economic

losses of the victim Li and got the victim’s understanding ...

Article #114 …Whoever commits arson, breaches a dike, causes

explosion, spreads toxic, …, endangers public security by dangerous

means, ..., but has not caused serious consequences, shall be

sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than three years

but not more than 10 years.

Article #115 … Whoever commits arson, breaches a dike, causes

explosion, spreads toxic, radioactive, infectious disease pathogens

and other substances or uses other dangerous methods to cause

serious injury or death to people or heavy losses to public or private

property shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less

than 10 years, life imprisonment or death…
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Fig. 3. An example of article-level contrastive sampling. In this example, Article #114 and Article #115 are two very similar
law articles. They both stipulate the crimes of endangering public security, and the diference lies in the severity of the
consequences. For a legal case with the law article label of Article #114 and the charge label of the crimes of endangering public

security, the article-level contrastive learning subtask should pull close the vector representation Z
C
f
of the fact description

to the vector representation Z
C
a+

of Article #114, and pull apart the vector representation Z
C
f
of the fact description from the

vector representation Z
C
a−

of Article #115.

between articles, charges, and legal cases and is also efective for the legal judgment prediction task. Consequently,
we integrate the representations calculated by both encoders into our CNN-based model, and our experimental
results will demonstrate their efectiveness.
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4.3 Article-level Contrastive Learning

As introduced in Section 1, when making a judgment for a legal case, it is common for the judge to compare
similar law articles, assess their diferences, and inally determine which law article is the most applicable to
the case. For example, as shown in Figure 1, both Article #114 and #115 contain similar stipulations for Crime of

Arson, however, Article #115 pays more attention to the serious consequences caused by the case. If a suspect
sets ire and causes serious personal and property damage, Article #115 should be applied instead of Article #114.
To simulate such a process, we design an article-level contrastive learning task to enhance the model’s

representation capability by distinguishing similar articles. This learning task can be generally described as pulling
close the representation of the case and that of the relevant law article while pushing apart the representation of
other similar articles.
We design a rule-based contrastive sampling for each case. For the fact description of a case, we irst couple

the fact with its corresponding article and construct a positive pair ( f ,a+). To construct negative pairs, we
leverage the hierarchical structure of law articles. Concretely, we randomly sample a group of articles from the

same chapter as a−. According to our observation, law articles in the same chapter have some commonalities;
hence, learning to distinguish them may enable the model to capture more ine-grained information in the law
articles, which is advantageous for legal judgment prediction. Let us use the example in Figure 1 to illustrate
this idea: Both Article #114 and Article #115 belong to the same chapter Crimes of Endangering Public Security.
They stipulate the same charges (C1-C5), the main diference being the severity of the consequences. Therefore,
learning to distinguish them can allow the model to focus more on the consequence description of cases. Formally,
supposing that the fact description of a legal case is f , the relevant law article label is ya , and the corresponding
legal text of the relevant law article label is a, we obtain a set of negative articles {a−1 , · · · ,a

−
l
}, where l is a

hyper-parameter. They are encoded using the contrastive encoder and represented as ZC
f
, ZC

a+
, and {ZC

a−i
}li=1.

According to Equation (5), the calculation is as follows:

Z
C
f = [ZC1

f ;ZC2
f ;ZC3

f ;ZC4
f ], (11)

Z
C
a+ = [ZC1

a+ ;Z
C2
a+ ;Z

C3
a+ ;Z

C4
a+ ], (12)

Z
C
a−i
= [ZC1

a−i
;ZC2

a−i
;ZC3

a−i
;ZC4

a−i
]. (13)

We apply a contrastive learning loss to minimize the distance between Z
C
f
and Z

C
a+
, while maximizing those

between Z
C
f
and {ZC

a−i
}li=1, which is deined as:

LA = − log
exp
(

δ

(

Z
C
f
,Z

C
a+

))

exp
(

δ

(

Z
C
f
,Z

C
a+

))

+

∑l
j=1 exp

(

δ

(

Z
C
f
,Z

C
a−i

)) , (14)

where the function δ (·) represents the similarity of two vectors, which is implemented by cosine similarity in our
paper.

4.4 Charge-level Contrastive Learning

In addition to analyzing similar articles, the judge should also compare similar charges under the same article or
similar articles of the same chapter for judging a legal case. In comparison to articles, charges are iner-grained
descriptions. However, as shown in Figure 4, the charge text is usually very short. Directly comparing two short
charge texts is insuicient to learn a good representation. To tackle this problem, we propose to leverage the
cases associated with the charge for the comparison. As can be seen, the fact description f is associated with
the charge crime of arson. We randomly sample another case c+ that is also associated with this charge (as the
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The defendant Wu used a lighter to ignite Li’s corn stalks stacked

outside the north courtyard wall, burned several bundles of Li’s corn

stalks, and burned a willow and an elm...

On Lu’s fishing boat, the defendant

Wang was dissatisfied with the ship

owner Hou, so he lit the ship with a

lighter, causing the ship to catch fire and

seriously endangering a large number of

ships docked at the wharf...
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Charge: Crime of Arson

The defendant He accidentally

caused a forest fire when he

burned paper to ignite weeds in

front of his father's grave in

Xilinggang...
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Fig. 4. An example of charge-level contrastive sampling. In this example, the Crime of Arson and the Crime of Negligently
Causing a Fire are two very similar charges, as shown in Figure 1. The diference between the two charges lies in whether the
suspect intentionally or unintentionally led to serious consequences. For a legal case with a charge label of the Crime of
Arson and a charge label of the Crime of Negligently Causing a Fire, the charge-level contrastive learning subtask should pull

close the vector representation Z
C
f
of the fact description to the vector representation Z

C
c+

of a relevant case with a charge

label of Crime of Arson, and pull apart the vector representation Z
C
f
of the fact description from the vector representation

Z
C
c−

of a negative case with the charge label of Crime of Negligently Causing a Fire.

surrogate of the charge) and treat ( f , c+) as a positive pair. For the negative charges, we consider the charge
crime of negligently causing a ire under the same article (#115). The cases c− associated with such charges can be
randomly sampled for constructing negative pairs ( f , c−). By comparing the cases c+ under the same charge
and those c− under similar charges, the model can learn the basis for applying a charge, which is valuable for
legal judgment prediction tasks. Note that in the Law, some articles have only one charge. For these charges, we
use the charges under the law articles of the same chapter as their negatives.
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Case

Article #114 Case

Case

Case

Case

Article #115

Label-aware

Contrastive

Learning

Loss

ℒ"#

Case

Case

Article #118

Case

Case

Article #124

…

Fig. 5. An example of label-aware contrastive learning for law articles. For example, in a training batch, for the cases with
the label of Article #114, other cases with diferent law article labels are regarded as negative cases, such as the cases with
Article #115 and Article #118, as well as the cases with other law article labels in the same batch.

Formally, the fact description of a case is denoted as f , and the charge label is yc . The corresponding sampled
positive case’s fact description is c+, and the fact descriptions of randomly sampled negative cases are {c−1 , · · · , c

−
l ′
},

where l ′ is also a hyper-parameter. We use the contrastive encoder to compute their representation as ZC
f
, ZC

c+
,

and {ZC
c−i
}l
′

i=1, respectively. Following Equation (11), the calculation can be described as:

Z
C
c+ = [ZC1

c+ ;Z
C2
c+ ;Z

C3
c+ ;Z

C4
c+ ], (15)

Z
C
c−i
= [ZC1

c−i
;ZC2

c−i
;ZC3

c−i
;ZC4

c−i
]. (16)

The charge contrastive learning loss of each case is devised to minimize the distance between the vector ZC
f

and Z
C
c+
, and simultaneously maximize the distances between the vector ZC

f
and {ZC

c−i
}l
′

i=1. The calculation is

formulated as follows:

LC = − log
exp
(

δ

(

Z
C
f
,Z

C
c+

))

exp
(

δ

(

Z
C
f
,Z

C
c+

))

+

∑l ′

i=1 exp
(

δ

(

Z
C
f
,Z

C
c−i

)) . (17)

Again, δ (·) is the similarity function.

4.5 Label-aware Contrastive Learning

In the aforementioned article-level and charge-level contrastive learning, we actually use łhardž negative samples.
These hard negative samples can help learn the subtle diferences between similar articles or cases with similar
charges, and train the model to focus on the subtle fact description information that is useful for distinguishing
these similar articles and charges.

In addition to these hard negatives, to fully exploit the supervision signals of law article and charge labels, and
inspired by the supervised contrastive learning [11], we leverage the cases with the same law article and charge
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Case

Charge: Crime of Arson Case

Case

Case

Case

Charge: Crime of 
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Learning

Loss
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Case

Case
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Case
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Charge: Crime of 

destroying radio and 

television facilities and 

public telecommunications 
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…

Fig. 6. An example of label-aware contrastive learning for charges. For example, in a training batch, for the cases with the
charge label of łCrime of Negligently Causing a Firež, other cases with diferent charge labels are regarded as negative cases,
such as the cases with the charge label of łCrime of Causing Explosionsž and the charge label of łCrime of destroying radio
and television facilities and public telecommunications facilitiesž, as well as the cases with other charge labels in the same
batch.

labels in a mini-batch to form positive pairs, whereas other cases in the same mini-batch are used for constructing
negative pairs. This allows for more accurate modelling of the relationship between the fact description and its
corresponding label.
As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, for a speciic case in a mini-batch, we irst pair it with each case that has

the same article label as the positive pair, and other cases in the batch with diferent article labels are deemed as
negatives. Formally, we deine this label-aware contrastive learning loss for the article label as:

LAL = −
1

|Bk |

∑

fi ∈Bk

log

∑

fj ∈Bk , j,i
1ya,ci =ya,cj

exp
(

δ
(

Z
C
ci
,Z

C
c j

))

∑

fj ∈Bk , j,i
exp
(

δ
(

Z
C
ci ,Z

C
c j

)) , (18)

where Bk is the k-th mini-batch of training data. ZC
ci
and ZC

c j
are the representation vectors of the anchor case and

the positive cases in the batch calculated by the contrastive encoder. ya,ci and ya,c j are the relevant law article
labels respectively.
Similarly, we can get the label-aware contrastive learning loss LCL for the charge label. Then, the total

label-aware contrastive learning loss is:

LL = LAL + LCL . (19)
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Table 2. The statistics of the CAIL dataset. The CAIL dataset includes two sub-datasets: the CAIL-small and the CAIL-big
dataset.

Dataset CAIL-small CAIL-big

# Training Set Cases 106,750 1,648,600

# Testing Set Cases 25,652 200,449

# Law Articles 94 115

# Charges 109 129

# Terms of Penalty 11 11

4.6 Optimization

We use the fact representation output by the encoder module to predict the judgment results as follows:

Zf = [ZGf ;Z
C
f ], (20)

yi = MLPi (Zf ), (21)

where MLPi is the multi-layer perceptron for the i-th legal judgment prediction subtask.
Legal judgment prediction loss. For each subtask of legal judgment prediction, we use the cross-entropy

loss function to train the model. The overall legal judgment prediction loss is computed as:

LLJP = −

3
∑

i=1

λi

|Yj |
∑

j=1

yi, j log(ŷi, j), (22)

where |Yj | denotes the total number of labels for subtask i . λi is the hyper-parameter weight of each subtask in
the legal judgment prediction task.
Total loss. Finally, we optimize our model jointly by the legal judgment prediction loss and three contrastive

learning task losses as follows:

LTotal =
1

|D |

∑

fi ∈D

(LLJP + α1LA + α2LC + α3LL ), (23)

where αi is a hyper-parameter to balance the weight of each contrastive learning task, D represents the dataset,
and |D | is the number of legal cases in the dataset.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We introduce the experimental settings and results in this section.

5.1 Datasets and Preprocessing

To validate the efectiveness of our method, we conduct experiments on the Chinese AI and Law challenge
(CAIL2018) dataset [33], which consists of two sub-datasets, namely, CAIL-small and CAIL-big. CAIL2018
contains legal cases published by the Supreme People’s Court of China. Each case contains a fact description and
a corresponding judgment result (i.e., relevant law articles, charges, and term of penalty). The detailed statistics
of the datasets are shown in Table 2.

Following previous studies [34, 36, 38], we irst ilter out the cases with missing or confusing labels (e.g., some
cases have no relevant law article/charge label, or the law article label is inconsistent with the charge label) and
then ilter out the cases with multiple article/charge labels. Then, we ilter out the infrequent law articles and
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charges and only keep those with more than 100 cases. The term of penalty is divided into non-overlapping
intervals.

5.2 Baseline Models

In order to verify the efectiveness and evaluate the performance of our model on legal judgment prediction, we
select several representative baseline models as follows:

(1) SVM is a typical machine learning model widely used in various classiication problems. It is selected as a
representative traditional machine learning baseline model. We irst represent the words in fact description by
looking up the word embedding table pre-trained by word2vec [19]. Then, we train an SVM [24] model to predict
the results of the judgment.

(2) FLA [16] is a simple deep learning model based on the attention mechanism. It assumes that the law articles
can provide useful supplementary information for legal judgment prediction, particularly in the Statutory Law
system, where judges must determine the suspect’s charges based on the law articles. To achieve this, FLA irst
introduces a retrieval method that selects the k most relevant law articles for each case. Then, the information
from the selected law articles is integrated into the representation of the fact description via the attention
mechanism. Finally, the fused vector representation is employed to predict the judgment results.

(3) Topjudge [38] is a neural network-based model that investigates the relationship between three subtasks in
legal judgment prediction. In the Statutory Law system, judges often assess irst the law articles that a suspect
may have violated, then the charges against the suspect, and inally the term of penalty based on the provisions
of the law articles. Therefore, the three subtasks (relevant law article prediction, charge prediction, and term of
penalty prediction) in legal judgment prediction have a sequential relationship in the real judgment scenario. This
model considers the order of three subtasks and builds a topological multi-task learning framework to improve
the performance of legal judgment prediction.
(4) MPBFN-WCA [35] is also a neural network-based model that considers the relationship between three

subtasks inside the legal judgment prediction task. Diferent from the Topjudge [38] model, it assumes that after
making a judgment, judicial personnel should analyze and conirm whether the charges and terms of penalty are
consistent with the provisions of the law articles. In order to capture the dependency of the predicted results for
the three subtasks, this model develops a framework for multi-perspective forward prediction and backward
veriication. By introducing human behavior patterns, the legal judgment prediction task can be enhanced.

(5) Attribute-Att [10] is a deep neural network-based model with an attention mechanism. It intends to improve
the performance of few-shot and confusing charges. Manually annotated discriminative attributes of charges
are introduced to help model the relationship between the fact description and the charges. To achieve this,
an attribute-attentive module is designed to enhance the fact representation through labelled attributes. This
artiicial knowledge has been shown to improve the performance of legal judgment prediction.
(6) LADAN [34] is a neural network framework with a graph distillation operator. This method, similar to

Attribute-Att [10], tries to improve the model’s capability of discriminating between confusing law articles. It
introduces a graph distillation operator for determining the diferences between similar law articles. By this
means, the confusing law articles of a Law can be better identiied and the performance of the legal judgment
prediction task can be improved efectively.

(7) CPTP [1] is a charge-based model dedicated to the term of penalty prediction (it cannot predict the results
of the other two subtasks of the legal judgment prediction task). This model seeks to exclude parts of the fact
description that are irrelevant to the term of penalty prediction. It uses a deep gating network to reine and
aggregate charge-speciic information from the fact description.
(8) Neurjudge [36] is a neural network model considering the division of fact description in a legal case. In

previous studies, features for predicting the judgment results are typically extracted from the entire statement of
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Table 3. Experimental results on the CAIL-small datasets. łAcc.ž, łMPž and łMRž are abbreviations for łAccuracyž, łMacro
Precisionž, and łMacro Recallž, respectively. The best results are in bold, and the second best results are underlined. †
indicates our CL4LJP achieves significant improvements over all existing methods in paired t-test with p-value < 0.05.

Law Articles Charges Terms of Penalty

Method Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1

SVM 86.55 82.72 77.59 79.70 85.09 81.91 78.38 79.32 33.62 30.48 28.34 28.78

FLA 88.53 84.63 80.67 81.88 87.32 84.14 81.34 81.19 35.66 32.79 31.76 31.04

TOPJUDGE 89.40 85.78 83.48 84.30 88.19 85.13 83.31 83.79 36.68 32.96 34.94 32.75

MPBFN-WCA 89.44 86.00 84.34 84.78 88.20 85.37 83.93 84.25 36.77 34.17 33.46 33.57

Attribute-Att 89.10 84.90 83.57 83.96 88.96 85.87 83.43 84.50 36.86 33.55 32.88 32.46

LADAN 90.16 87.11 85.56 86.04 88.71 85.88 84.51 84.64 37.18 34.96 34.88 33.83

CPTP - - - - - - - - 38.26 37.15 33.90 34.95

Neurjudge 91.12 88.53 86.61 87.20 89.13 86.63 84.86 85.12 40.64 37.80 36.41 36.56

CL4LJP 91.42† 90.31† 87.95† 88.06† 89.90† 88.13† 85.79 86.80 38.50 38.11 34.16 34.50

the case’s fact description. In the actual legal scenario, however, judges use diferent aspects of the fact description
in a case to make a judgment (i.e., some content in the fact description is related to charge prediction, while other
content is related to the term of penalty prediction). This model utilizes the intermediate results of subtasks to
split the fact description into distinct circumstances and exploits them to predict the results of other subtasks.
This is one of the state-of-the-art methods for legal judgment prediction.

5.3 Experimental Setup

We use THULAC [23] for word segmentation and Word2vec [19] for pre-training the word embeddings. The
embedding size is set as 200. The maximum text length of the fact description is set as 1,500. The kernel sizes of
four 1D-CNNs are set as 2, 4, 8, and 12. The output channels are all set as 75. For the weights of LJP’s subtasks,
we set the weights λi as 1. For the three contrastive learning tasks, we set α1, α2, and α3 as 0.5. l and l

′ are set as
2. When training our model, we use the AdamW [15] optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-3. We train our model
on a single Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU for 20 epochs, and the batch size is set as 100.

We employ Accuracy (Acc.), Macro Precision (MP), Macro Recall (MR), and Macro F1 (F1) as evaluation metrics
to measure the performance of all models.

5.4 Overall Results

The experimental results of three subtasks (relevant law article prediction, charge prediction, and term of penalty
prediction) are shown in Table 3 and Table 4.
Compared with the state-of-the-art model Neurjudge, our CL4LJP improves the F1-score of the law article

and charge prediction on the CAIL-small dataset by 0.98% and 1.97%, respectively. On the CAIL-big dataset, this
improvement is 1.67% and 2.17%. This result clearly demonstrates the superiority of our method. It is interesting
to see that our CL4LJP performs worse than Neurjudge with respect to the term of penalty prediction on the
CAIL-small dataset. Indeed, Neurjudge simulates a practical judicial scenario in which the facts are meticulously
dissected and modelled. When data are limited, this prior human knowledge is incredibly useful. Our CL4LJP’s
smaller gap on the CAIL-big dataset suggests that this kind of human knowledge can be implicitly learned with
suicient training data.
By comparing CL4LJP with other baseline models for the legal judgment prediction task, we can make the

following observations:
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Table 4. Experimental results on the CAIL-big datasets. łAcc.ž, łMPž and łMRž are abbreviations for łAccuracyž, łMacro
Precisionž, and łMacro Recallž, respectively. The best results are in bold, and the second best results are underlined. †
indicates our CL4LJP achieves significant improvements over all existing methods in paired t-test with p-value < 0.05.

Law Articles Charges Terms of Penalty

Method Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1 Acc. MP MR F1

SVM 92.99 82.15 75.61 78.58 92.46 81.38 75.62 77.69 51.70 40.85 37.93 38.09

FLA 94.36 84.71 78.70 80.91 93.83 83.90 77.65 79.93 53.38 42.23 40.33 40.97

TOPJUDGE 95.02 86.48 80.21 82.46 94.61 86.43 79.43 82.01 55.74 45.83 40.40 42.06

MPBFN-WCA 95.07 87.33 80.54 82.91 94.57 86.56 79.57 81.89 55.83 44.29 41.10 41.21

Attribute-Att 95.12 87.87 78.49 81.37 94.69 87.59 78.21 81.48 55.03 45.52 39.41 41.26

LADAN 95.30 87.19 81.41 83.45 94.27 86.07 80.70 82.63 57.99 48.33 43.34 44.13

CPTP - - - - - - - - 57.91 48.42 44.50 45.95

Neurjudge 95.68 88.41 83.07 84.97 95.05 87.07 81.97 83.56 58.05 48.51 46.11 46.38

CL4LJP 96.33† 89.91† 84.56† 86.39† 95.87† 88.71† 83.15† 85.42† 58.00 48.57 45.44 45.79

(1) SVM is inferior to all neural approaches. This relects neural networks’ better capability of extracting
features and modelling the relationship between facts and labels.

(2) The performance of FLA is poor because it directly integrates information from top-k law articles into the
fact representation of a legal case. The lack of diferentiation between confusing law articles may introduce noise
to the model.
(3) Both Topjudge and MPBFN-WCA leverage the topological order of the three subtasks in a real judgment

situation to improve the fact representation. The better performance achieved by CL4LJP indicates that using
rule-based contrastive sampling to learn ine-grained diferences between articles/charges can improve the
representation capability of the model.
(4) The performance of our model is better than that of Attribute-Att and Ladan, showing that our proposed

rule-based contrastive learning tasks can help the model better extract the discriminative fact description features
for the legal judgment prediction task.

(5) We notice that the F1 scores of all methods in the law article prediction and charge prediction tasks on the
CAIL-big dataset are lower than those on the CAIL-small dataset, but the accuracy is higher. We attribute this to
the fact that the categories of law articles and charges in the CAIL-big dataset are highly unbalanced.

5.5 Ablation Studies

To validate the efectiveness of the two encoders in the framework and the three contrastive learning tasks, we
conduct an ablation study by removing them from the full model respectively. Note that multi-task learning has
been reported to be beneicial for the legal judgment prediction task [38], so we do not investigate the inluence
of each subtask in this study.

5.5.1 Experiments with Encoders. We irst investigate the impact of two encoders. We respectively remove the
general encoder and the contrastive encoder from the full model and refer to them as w/o General and w/o

Contrastive. The results are shown in Table 5.
In general, removing either encoder leads to performance degradation. This indicates that both encoders are

efective in our method. Speciically, the performance drops more when removing the contrastive encoder. This
result clearly reveals that our proposed contrastive learning tasks are efective for learning better representations
for legal judgment prediction tasks.
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Table 5. Ablation study of encoders on the CAIL-small dataset. We remove the general encoder and the contrastive encoder
in our framework respectively to investigate their influence. The best results are in bold.

Law Articles Charges Terms of Penalty

Method Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

CL4LJP (Full) 91.42 88.06 89.90 86.80 38.50 34.50

w/o General 90.54 85.82 88.75 84.45 37.03 32.10

w/o Contrastive 88.31 81.13 87.12 80.55 35.41 30.94

Acc. MP MR F1
(1) Law Articles

0.80

0.82

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.92

0.94 w/o article

w/o charge

w/o label

Full Model

Acc. MP MR F1
(2) Charges

0.80

0.82

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.92

0.94 w/o article

w/o charge

w/o label

Full Model

Acc. MP MR F1
(3) Terms of Penalty

0.26

0.28

0.30

0.32

0.34

0.36

0.38

0.40
w/o article

w/o charge

w/o label

Full Model

Fig. 7. Ablation study of three contrastive learning subtasks of our framework on the CAIL-small dataset. To intuitively show
the influence of the proposed contrastive learning tasks, we remove the article-level, charge-level and label-aware contrastive
learning subtasks. They are denoted as w/o article, w/o charge, and w/o label, respectively.

5.5.2 Experiments with Contrastive Tasks. We also explore the inluence of the proposed three contrastive
learning tasks. The article-level, charge-level and label-aware contrastive learning subtasks are eliminated, and
the corresponding models are denoted as w/o article, w/o charge and w/o label, respectively.

The results are shown in Figure 7. We can see:
(1) The performance on three subtasks decreases when any task is removed. This indicates the efectiveness of

applying contrastive learning for legal judgment prediction.
(2) Among the three variants, the performance drops the least when the label-aware contrastive learning

task is not used. Indeed, this is a general learning task for all classiication tasks. Compared with the other two
rule-based contrastive learning tasks, it does not take into account the characteristics of the legal judgment
prediction task, so it brings less improvement.
(3) Removing the article-level or charge-level contrastive learning task has a considerable impact on the

performance of the corresponding subtask. This is consistent with our expectations. These two contrastive
learning tasks enhance the encoder’s capability by distinguishing similar law articles and charges, so they are the
most beneicial for the associated subtasks.

(4) Overall, the article-level contrastive learning task contributes most to legal judgment prediction (the sum of
F1 scores on three subtasks decreases 2.4% when it is removed). The potential reason is that the articles provide
the basis for a judgment and also contain charge information, so they play the most important role in the legal
judgment prediction task.
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Table 6. Performance of BERT-based neural network methods on the CAIL-small dataset. We compare the performance of
our BERT-based model with those of the BERT-based baselines. The best results are in bold.

Law Articles Charges Terms of Penalty

Method Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

BERT 92.38 88.59 91.39 87.92 40.83 34.25

BERT-Crime 92.35 88.72 91.45 88.38 41.00 34.41

Neurjudge+BERT 93.14 90.64 92.30 90.10 41.26 36.70

CL4LJP 91.42 88.06 89.90 86.80 38.50 34.50

CL4LJP+BERT 93.50 91.24 92.91 90.84 41.03 35.71

Table 7. Time consumed per epoch of our framework with diferent encoders. We count the time consumed by our model on
the training and testing sets of the CAIL-small dataset.

Model Training time per epoch Testing time per epoch

BERT-based encoder 38,404s 3,800s

CNN-based encoder 445s 50s

5.6 Experiments with Alternative Encoders

Pre-trained language models have achieved great performance on various natural language processing tasks [22,
42, 43]. As a result, we employ the pre-trained language model, BERT [4], as the encoder. It is worth noting that,
due to the computing complexity of BERT, we only use the representation computed by the contrastive encoder
for legal judgment prediction.

Speciically, for the fact description f , following the design of BERT, we add special tokens [CLS] and [SEP] at
the head and tail of the text sequence as follows: f ′ = [CLS] f [SEP]. Then, we feed it into BERT and use the
representation of the [CLS] token as the representation of the fact description:

Z
B
f = BERT( f ′)[CLS] ∈ R

768
. (24)

Similarly, law articles can be represented as ZB
a and the fact description of sampled positive/negative cases can be

represented as ZB
c :

Z
B
a = BERT(a′)[CLS], (25)

Z
B
c = BERT(c ′)[CLS], (26)

where a′ is a law article with special tokens, and c ′ is the fact description of a sampled case with special tokens.
To explore its efectiveness, we compare some BERT-based methods with our CL4LJP using BERT encoders.

All of these models are implemented based on the publicly available pre-trained Chinese BERT [3] model. Due to
the limited input length of BERT, we set the maximum text length of a fact description in a legal case to 512. Fact
descriptions with more than 512 tokens are truncated, while those with less than 512 tokens are padded. The
Bert-based baselines are as follows:
• BERT can be directly ine-tuned on the CAIL datasets for the legal judgment prediction task. It takes the

fact description of a legal case as input and uses the vector representation of the ł[CLS]ž token to predict the
relevant law article, charge and term of penalty.
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Fig. 8. The case number of each law article category in the CAIL-small dataset. We sort the law article categories descendingly
according to the number of cases. The number of cases in head law article categories is more than 3000, while that of cases
in tail law article categories is less than 250.

• BERT-Crime [39] further pre-trains BERT [39] on large-scale Chinese legal datasets. The ine-tuned process
is the same as BERT.
• Neurjudge+BERT replaces the RNN encoder of Neurjudge by BERT. Other parts of the model Neur-

judge+BERT are the same as the RNN-based Neurjudge model. The experimental results are provided in Table 6.
First, we can only conduct experiments on the CAIL-small dataset because BERT contains tremendous parameters
and takes a long time for training. More speciically, on the CAIL-small dataset, CL4LJP+BERT takes 85.3× more
time for training, as shown in Table 7. The testing time is also increased dramatically. Fortunately, CL4LJP+BERT
can achieve better performance. This suggests that applying BERT is a good strategy if suicient computation
power is available. Besides, CL4LJP+BERT can still outperform Neurjudge+BERT, which conirms once more
the beneit of training with our contrastive learning framework. Finally, this experiment further validates the
adaptability of our frameworkśother advanced neural network encoders are compatible with our method.

5.7 Performance on Tail Classes

It has been reported that the class (category) distribution of law articles and charge labels is extremely unbalanced
on CAIL datasets [33, 36]. As shown in Figure 8, the case number follows a long-tail distribution from the
perspective of the law article classes in the CAIL-small dataset. The head classes contain more than 3,000 cases,
while the tail classes contain fewer than 250 cases. The unbalanced number of cases in diferent classes (articles)
is very challenging for legal judgment prediction models. As a result, neural models are easily afected and biased
to predict head law articles or charges. However, the prediction of tail classes is an essential ability of a legal
judgment prediction system. To investigate our CL4LJP’s performance under this circumstance, we test it on
the cases of tail law articles and charges, which contain fewer than 200 cases in the CAIL-small dataset. Note
that, as introduced in Section 5.1, law articles and charges having fewer than 100 cases are removed to make the
results consistent with existing works. Since the distribution of class labels in the term of penalty prediction task
is much more balanced, i.e., all classes have more than 200 cases, we do not test on this subtask.
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Fig. 9. Performance on the tail classes of the CAIL-small dataset. We compare the performance of our model on the tail
classes with Neurjudge. As a comparison, we also provide the performance on the full classes.

We compare the results with that of Neurjudge because it yields the best results in the baselines. The results
are shown in Figure 9. We can ind:

(1) Compared with the results on full classes, both NeurJudge and CL4LJP perform worse on the tail classes of
the CAIL-small dataset. This conirms our hypothesis that predictions on the tail classes are very challenging in
the legal judgment prediction task.
(2) When transitioning from full classes to tail classes, the improvement of CL4LJP over NeurJudge becomes

larger. This indicates that CL4LJP handles tail classes more efectively. The advantage may stem from our proposed
contrastive learning tasks. By distinguishing confusing cases with similar articles or charges, CL4LJP can learn to
capture iner-grained clues for legal judgment prediction.

5.8 Confusing Case Study

To intuitively show the efect of our model in distinguishing confusing cases, we select the cases associated with
Article #114 and Article #115 from the testing set of CAIL-small as a new tiny testing set and evaluate our model’s
performance in charge prediction. The applicable law article prediction is not performed because only two law
articles are involved. We also report the results of the baseline model Neurjudge as a comparison. Both methods
are trained on the CAIL-small dataset.
The results are shown in Table 10. First, the high accuracy but low precision relects the confusing nature of

the charges (see Figure 1 for the charge text). Second, Neurjudge obtains accuracy comparable to our CL4LJP
but signiicantly lower precision/recall/F1 values. This demonstrates that our proposed contrastive learning of
similar articles/charges can efectively improve the model’s capability of discriminating ambiguous cases, which
is beneicial for legal judgment prediction.
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Fig. 10. Performance on cases of confusing charges associated with Article #114 and Article #115 in the CAIL-small dataset.
These two articles stipulate some similar charges that are easily confused. We also show the performance of the baseline
model Neurjudge as a comparison.

6 ETHICAL DISCUSSION

Given that the outcome of a legal decision is contingent on the litigant’s pragmatism and that artiicial intelligence
for legal judgment prediction in the legal area is a new but sensitive technology, it is worthwhile to investigate
certain ethical considerations.
Despite the fact that our method CL4LJP has achieved good performance on real-world datasets, it is worth

noting that all judgment documents used are generated in the inal stage of the judicial process. They are not
involved in other stages, as described in the paper [17]. As a result, our method or the system using similar
methods is not designed to replace the rational judgment made by the judicial personnel, nor can it replace the
role of judicial personnel throughout the judicial process.
Our method aims at ofering help to human judges by providing relevant law articles, charges, or terms of

penalty of cases. Intelligent legal judgment prediction is still in its exploratory stage, and it is possible for mistakes
to occur. The accuracy of tail categories is relatively low. Moreover, these analyses do not involve complex debates
in the justice process. Therefore, judges must check the judgment results from the algorithm [31].

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we irst consider that a judge usually compares and analyzes the speciic provisions of similar law
articles and legal cases with similar charges to distinguish confusing cases before making a judgment in the
actual judging process.
We designed a supervised contrastive learning framework to simulate this scenario. Speciically, we design

three contrastive learning subtasks, i.e., article-level contrastive learning task, charge-level contrastive learning
task, and label-level contrastive learning task, besides the legal judgment prediction multi-task framework.
These contrastive learning subtasks are able to improve the representation ability of fact description and that
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of distinguishing similar law articles and charges. Experimental results on two real datasets show our model is
efective and is especially robust on the tail classes.

In the future, we will consider exploring the following directions for the legal judgment prediction task on the
basis of our existing work:
(1) Most of the existing legal judgment prediction models only consider the situation of a single suspect and

a single charge in a legal case. But in reality, the situation of multiple suspects and multiple charge labels in a
legal case is also common. For example, in the cases of the Crime of Illegally Feeling Trees, there are usually
several suspects, but each suspect’s behavior is usually diferent. The judge needs to determine the corresponding
charges and term of penalty of each suspect according to the speciic behavior. So in the future, we will further
study the problem of multiple suspects and multiple charge labels in the legal judgment prediction task.

(2) The legal judgment prediction task is often deined as a text classiication problem in previous methods. Most
of the existing methods can only provide the prediction results without any explanation. However, in practice,
the legal judgment results should be explained with clear reasons and clues. For example, in the scenario where a
suspect set ire and caused the loss of public property, it may be that the suspect smoked and caused the ire
accidentally, or that the suspect deliberately retaliated against society and deliberately ignited and caused serious
losses. The charges involved in these two possible situations are diferent, and the judge needs to speciically and
clearly point out the corresponding criminal acts and the situations in the corresponding law articles according to
the fact description of the case. Therefore, the model’s explainability for the predicted results is another important
future direction.

(3) Most of the existing models are only based on the fact description of the current case and the law articles to
determine the relevant law articles, charges and term of penalty. But in reality, lawyers or judicial personnel
usually look for historical cases to help identify the charges of a suspect, especially in the Case Law system
where historical cases play a similar role as the law articles in the Statutory Law system. How to efectively use
historical cases is also a direction worthy of future research.

(4) Furthermore, each precedent case in the process of judicial practice is a speciic use of law articles; thus, a
case may expand or narrow the scope of the law’s provisions (also known as expanded cases or contracted cases,
respectively). However, existing literature does not consider distinguishing these two diferent kinds of cases.
This makes it hard to conirm the application boundary of law articles. In the future, we will pay more attention
to identifying the use of law articles in contracted cases.

(5) Conviction and sentencing are both important for legal judgment prediction in reality. The former process
corresponds to the relevant law article prediction and the charge prediction sub-tasks, while the latter process is
related to the term of penalty prediction. Several things should be taken into account when determining the term
of penalty, such as the suspect’s age, whether or not she is pregnant, how much property was stolen, and other
speciic sentencing information. However, most of the existing research studies usually learn conviction and
sentencing simultaneously, and they rarely consider the speciic information involved in the sentencing process.
In the future, we plan to introduce such information about the sentencing process into the model.
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